
 
 
 

 
 
 EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE:  harc@harc.org.za  
                                                                              

Chairman//Repeaters        Brad Glen, ZS5BG      082 994-3331   

Vice Chairman               Keith Lowes, ZS5WFD    082 685-6666 
Secretary/Members Database                          Justin Furner, ZS5KT  admin@harc.org.za           082 321-1850 
Treasurer                                 Chris Williams, ZS5CGW     083 407-9367   
Bulletins/Repeater Licenses                   Peter Leonard, ZS5PL    076 510-7855  
Hamnet                    Glen Duffy, ZS5GD         082 962-6681 
Contest/Field day Coordinator                     Max Rossi, ZS5MAX  zs5contest@harc.org.za  072 158-5018 
Awards, Youth & PR                      Whole Committee      committee@harc.org.za  
 
Non Committee Co-ordinator Profiles 
 
Portfolios:   Name:  Call sign:                Phone: 
   
Assisting PR                     Derek Mc Manus ZS5DM    0317673719 
Assistant Contest/Field day Co-ordinator Rob Marshal ZS5ROB   0829310970 
HF assessor for RAE  Max Rossi ZS5MAX   0721585018 
HF assessor for RAE  Rob Marshall ZS5ROB   0829310970 
HF QSL, EQSL and QRZ.com administrator for HARC  Max Rossi ZS5MAX   0721585018 
Hamnet representative  Glen Duffy ZS5GD    0829626681 
Bulletin Manager   Peter Lenard ZS5PL    0765107855 
Repeaters    Bradley Glen ZS5BG  repeaters@harc.org.za  0829943331 
Public Relations   Derek   ZS5DM    0317673719 
Website & Email Infrastructure                        Brad Phillips ZS5Z webmaster@harc.org.za  0317633754 
Hotline Editor & DSTAR/DMR  Tony  ZS5GR hotline@harc.org.za  0735564758 
Clubhouse & meetings                                    Derek   ZS5DM    0317673719 
Clubhouse & meetings  (Assistant)        Max Rossi ZS5MAX   0721585018 
HF assessor for RAE  Dave Holiday ZS5HN    0824969419 
 
     HARC Repeater Information 
 
VHF  Kloof     145.625 MHz (Rptr Tx) & 145.025MHz (Rptr Rx) 88.5Hz CTCSS access tone(Dual Squelch). 
  Alverstone 145.600 MHz (Rptr Tx) & 145.000Mhz (Rptr Rx) 88.5Hz CTCSS access tone-burnt down recently 
 
HAMNET VHF          145.700 MHz (Rptr Tx) Temporary Used for events. High Site? 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
NATURN UHF   Ridge Road    Ch 3   439.025 MHz (Rptr Tx) & 431.425MHz (Rptr Rx)     
 
VHF Beacon: 144.420Mhz, 20W, 6-Element Quad, Pointing to JHB Div6, QTH of ZS5KT: KG50ME ***New 
                            
APRS:     144.800 MHz, ZS0PMB-7 is the Durban-Bluff based Digipeater-Maintained by Shaun ZR5S  
 
DSTAR: Alverstone VHF D-STAR Repeater  ZS0PMB C 145.575 MHz -0.6mhz split - Maintained by Shaun ZR5S 
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DMR-Mototrbo:  Kloof UHF Repeater – 438.200 Mhz (Rptr Tx) -7.6 mhz Split   
Also chat on DMR 432.500 & 432.525 Simplex 
 
In PMB:  
 
X-Band to 145.625 Highway repeater at Hilton on 434.5625MHz simplex 88.5Hz tone. 
Also........6m X-Band to MARC linked repeaters at Hilton on 50.550MHz FM simplex 88.5Hz tone. Vertical antenna polarization.  
 
DMR-Mototrbo:  Pietermaritzburg UHF Repeater (Windy Ridge) – 438.225 Mhz (Rptr Tx) – 7.6 mhz Split  ***New 
Shaun ZR5S has commissioned a UHF Repeater on Alverstone to link Durban users to the PMB Repeaters, the specs are: 
439.325MHz (-7.6MHz split) 88.5Hz tone access. Linked to MARC repeaters.The UHF Repeater and DSTAR Repeater at 
Alverstone have been removed, pending re-installing at another site 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

BITS AND BOBS 
 

1. HARC Banking Details: Payments  can be made directly to the Nedbank Pinetown Bank account  # 2004975946, a 
transmission account, code # 198765, a copy of the deposit slip must however be sent to the Treasurer P.O. Box 77 New 
Germany 3620 or scanned / info emailed to admin@harc.org.za or faxed to 0866 225 680. Direct payments to the 
Treasurer, cheques may be sent to P.O. Box 77 New Germany 3620.  

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
BULLETIN PRESENTERS 

 
April 2016 
 
03

rd
             Keith ZS5WFD     082 685-6666                 17

th
     Roelof ZS5RPC      071 875-9591 

 
10

th
             Chris ZS5CGW     083 407-9367   24

th
     Bernard ZS5BWY 083 725-9710 

 
  
The readers will be contacted if there are any changes. 
 
Folks-We needs more folk to assist with the Sunday bulletin reading, the more there are, the less often one has to be available to 
read! 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

BIRTHDAY BOOK 
 

 April 2016 
 
01-Apr Dillon Holm    
11-Apr Kirsten Glen Spouse of Brad ZS5BG 
14-Apr David Radford ZS5NV  
14-Apr Craig Williams ZS5F   
15-Apr Errol Wilson ZS5EGW    
16-Apr Dave Trezona ZS4DT    
19-Apr Tylan Cohen Son of Le-Anne & Rob ZS5LA  
22-Apr Andrew Coetzee ZS5CEY    
30-Apr David Darby ZS5DF   
      
The Chairman, Committee and all the members of the Highway Amateur Radio Club join together in wishing you all a very HAPPY 
BIRTHDAY 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

FOR YOUR DIARY 
April 2016 
 
2- RaDAR Challenge 
5- All schools open 
7- SARL 80 m QSO Party 
9- Autumn QRP Con-test 
10- SARL Youth Net 
12- HARC Committee Meeting 
15- SARL National Convention 
16- SARL National Convention 
17- SARL National Convention 
18- World Amateur Radio Day 
19- HARC General Meeting 
22- Earth Day 
23- Pesach (1st day) 
24- ZS4 Sprint 
25- closing date for May Radio ZS articles 
27- Freedom Day 
30- HARC Swap Shop; Pesach (8th Day 
______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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HOTLINE NEWSLETTER 
 

Articles are always sought. Anybody having something interesting for the magazine, please e-mail it to me or snail mail it, thanks-
Ed(Tony ZS5GR) 
 

DMR Mototrbo News: -From the Ed/ 

KZN Codeplug Information:  User Activated Talkgroups: 
 
Talkgroup Name   TG Number T/Slot 
 
UAEngPTT1   113  1 
UAEngPTT2   123  1 
UAAllPTT1   119  1 
UAAllPTT2   129  1 
RSALocalPTT2   655  2 
 
Brandmeister Talkgroups: 
United Kingdom   235  1 
UK 4400    2350  1 (DMR/DSTAR ETC.) 
USA-Nationwide 4639  3100  1  
 
HARC Meeting: At the March meeting OM Brad ZS5BG, mentioned the possibility of more ‘home-made’ DMR repeaters being 
installed in the greater Durban area.  
 
Don’t forget the April meeting, Andy ZS5CEY is planned to talk on DMR, Brandmeister etc. 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
An Article from Craig ZS5CD: The Noisy Power Supply- From ea4eoz.blogspot.co.za/ 
 

Some time ago I was experimenting with indoor HF antennas. My goal was to receive some digital communications. But as soon as 
I started to experiment, I noticed a big S9+ noise in the receiver, so the combination of indoor antenna and S9+ noise makes the 
experiments useless. 

Some time before, I noticed the noise comes from my computer. It was a really broadband noise covering all HF bands, with some 
100 Hz reminiscences and some peaks along the spectrum, separated about 80 kHz between them. This was the definitive clue: 80 
kHz peaks and 100 Hz noise pointed directly to the PC power supply. That power supply was working fine, so what could be the 
cause for that big noise? 

After some time, I decided to open the computer for clean it ( Fans can accumulate a lot of dust ) and I checked the power supply 
also. Once I removed the supply cover, I just spent about one millisecond to figure out what was the problem with it: 

 
 

The power supply does was not filtered at all!!! All the filter components were removed 
from the PCB (better saying, never put on it) so the noise generated could reach the 
mains and get radiated all along the house. 

 

 

I remembered I had some faulty PC power supplies, so I opened all of them and I compared the PCBs inside. All of them seems to 
be made by the same manufacturer, with small modifications between them and same serigraph on all. So I decided to compare 
the input for all power supplies, just to see how the filter looks like. The noisy unfiltered power supply input stage looks in this way: 

 

And one of the filtered faulty power supplies input stage looks in this another way: 



 

As you can see, there were notable differences, In fact, there was these differences: 
 

 
A toroidal coil, a 100nF capacitor and a 680Kohm resistor. So, I soldered these components in the working noisy power supply and 

tested it: 
 
 
 
The computer was working fine, so I tested one of the indoor antennas.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Results where really incredible. Noise level was zero. I had a really clean 
HF band, as you can see with this image taken with an indoor loaded dipole 
located at only one meter from the computer: 
 
 
 

Why the power supply does not had the EMI filter components?? The answer is clear: Those cheap Asiatic importers. A capacitor 
can cost under a cent. But for thousand of power supplies build every day means a nice buck of dollars in the pocket. Add many 
non-essential components and you will get many bucks of dollars. Of course, these power supplies does not conform with any EMI 
standard (but they are marked as compliant!!!). 

You are lucky if YOUR power supply is noisy, because you can replace or fix it, but... what if the noise comes from your neighbour's 
power supply?? You will loose your HF bands... This is a real and serious problem for today's ham radio. 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Another Snippet from Robert ZS5RHS: Artical from Elector Magazine: Man-made pollution of radio spectrum is a growing 
problem 
 
Man-made pollution of the radio spectrum is a growing problem for everyone, with radio amateurs being the first to notice its 
effects. The main reason is that radio amateurs work mostly with low power transmissions and weak signals which are particularly 
susceptible to man-made noise. 
 
In a recent editorial, Dave Sumner, CEO of the American Radio Relay League, used an interesting analogy to draw attention to the 
problem. “Do you know how to boil a frog? Assuming you ever want to, toss the frog into a pot of boiling water. The frog will simply 
jump out and if quick enough will be none the worse off. But if you put the frog in lukewarm water and slowly raise the temperature 
it will go to sleep before it knows what is happening. There are many analogies to the story of the frog including radio spectrum 
pollution,” he wrote in QST of December 2015. 
 
Often the source of radio interference is from unintentional emitters, devices that radiate radio frequency (RF) energy even though 
their operation does not require it. In the USA, Europe and to a lesser extent in South Africa, powerline telecommunication (PLT), 
also referred as broadband over powerline (BPL), is a typical example of spectrum pollution. Anyone with a basic understanding of 
what happens when you put RF energy on an unshielded, unbalanced conductor and who is not blinded by the political pressure or 
greed could see from the outset that it was a terrible idea. 
 
The City of Tshwane is a good example of how they believed PLT would provide inexpensive broadband to the masses. The South 
African Radio League (SARL) actively opposed the idea and canvassed against it. After a lot of testing and observation of a pilot 
network in an outlying residential area of Tshwane, common sense prevailed and the city dropped the idea. Tshwane ultimately 
opted for a WiFi network that is currently providing free internet access in parts of the city with plans to extend it. 
 
For several years the Independent Communications Authoity of South Africa (ICASA) worked with industry and the South African 
Bureau of Standards (SABS) to develop regulations for PLT but after several drafts the project appears to have been abandoned. 



Interestingly in the last draft guideline for PLT, the system was not permitted in coastal towns to prevent possible interference to the 
marine radio service. 

PLT is still used in a product called “homeplug”, providing broadband connections inside a residence or office. The SARL is keeping 
a close watch on this as it could be a contributor to an increased noise floor level.All radio communication services are negatively 
affected by spectrum pollution, but radio amateurs are usually the first to notice. Dave Sumner used another analogy in his article. 
“Like miners’ canaries, the caged birds were taken down mine shafts and their distress or death warned of the presence of lethal 
gasses. But unlike the luckless canaries, we do not have to submit quietly to our fate.” 

In most cases the sources of spectrum pollution are well-known, like arcing from powerlines which pre-existed radio but is still a 
source of RF interference often found in older suburbs with overhead mains feeds where aging insulators are arcing over and 
generate strong RF fields. More recent sources of spectrum pollution are variable speed motors in home appliances and industrial 
equipment, solar controllers and inverters, unshielded data network cables and switch mode power supplies.Another growing 
source of interference are energy efficient LED light bulbs. None of these should cause radio spectrum pollution if they are well-
designed and properly installed. But not every light bulb on the market is well-designed and meets the required standards. 
Competition in the market pushes manufacturers to take short cuts to keep their prices down. 

Another growing problem is that although the first products coming onto the market are tested and comply with the standards for 
RF interference, later batches do not always comply. In some recent cases in the USA, it was found that the spaces on the printed 
circuit board for RF suppression were not populated. 

Another major problem in South Africa is load controllers. While the first units installed met the specification for RF inference and 
carry the type approved ICASA label, later batches do not meet the required specification and are causing havoc in the radio 
spectrum. The SARL is working with ICASA in an effort to resolve the problem but in the first instance, local municipalities should 
act on interference complaints and not hide behind the type approved ICASA label. They should take responsibility and not install 
these units until they have solved the RF pollution their units are causing. Similar problems exist with electric fencing and gate 
motors when not properly installed with RF suppression and are extreme polluters of the RF spectrum.  

Standards exist but enforcement is not at the level it should be. 

While radio amateurs may be the first group to notice and report spectrum pollution, other users of the radio spectrum should 
become more aware of the problem. The same RF interference also deafens their radio receivers and could well pose a threat to 
safety and security. 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Success Info from Facebook – Ed 
 

Results of the SARL National Field Day  

The committee received 14 logs and 3 check logs for the February leg of the National Field Day.  

Class A – multi-operator.  

1st West Rand ARC, ZS6WR, 136 80 points  

2nd Highway ARC, ZS5HAM, 111 720 points  

3rd Pretoria ARC, ZS6PTA, 83 640 points  

4th Welkom ARC, ZS4WRC, 82 200 points  

5th Sasolburg ARC, ZS4SRK, 28 512 points  

6th Secunda ARC, ZS6SRC, 25 152 points  

7th Zululand ARC, ZS5ZLB, 24 64 points  

8th Sandton ARC, ZS6STN, 18 144 points  

9th Centurion ARC, ZS6CEN, 2 400 points  

Well done Guys not bad for the new location and the bad conditions.  

ZS5MAX.... 
 



 

HIGHWAY AMATEUR RADIO CLUB INFORMATION 

MEETINGS 

The Club currently holds its monthly meetings at the New Germany Sports Club, 55  Broadway Street, The Wolds, New Germany, 
off the Traffic circle off Glenugie Rd. on the 3rd Tuesday of the month, starting at 19h00 for 19h30. Refreshments are available at a 
nominal price.  
Swap Shop held quarterly on last Saturday of month Talk-in facilities on the Repeater frequency (145.625Mhz)-at different 
venues.(Presently at the New Germany Nature Reserve) 

The Committee holds its meetings on the second Tuesday of every month starting at 18h00. 

BULLETINS 

The Club’s weekly bulletin is broadcast every Sunday morning at 07h45 on the Highway repeater 145.625 Mhz . A  recording of 
the bulletin is re-broadcast at 18h30 on a Sunday evening on the repeater frequencies. 

The S.A.R.L weekly bulletin (in English) is relayed onto the Durban repeater at 08h30 on a Sunday morning. 

The KZN Hamnet bulletin can be heard on the HARC repeater (145.625Mhz)  every Sunday morning at 07h00 .  

AMATEUR RADIO NETS.  

The Kwa-Zulu/Natal Net, of long-standing starts at 06h00 on a frequency of 7.055 MHz. in winter and 3.650Mhz. in summer and 
continues until 07h40. Colin ZS5CF hosts the net from 06h00 & Gary Potgieter (ZS5NK)-takes over later on. 

Interest Group nets are conducted in the evenings. They are:-  

Mondays 19h30 AR-Newsline and WIA News, made possible by Brad ZS5Z and hosted by Dave ZS5HN 
Tuesdays 19h30 Kzn DMR Net  
Wednesdays 19h30 Hamnet Indaba (ZS5WFD)-Last Wednesday of Month –Weekly informal net 
Thursdays 19h30 Technical  net, presented by Alvin ZS5AES or Colin ZS5CF 
Fridays  20h00 Vacant 
Saturdays 19h30 Vacant 
Sundays       06h00    See AMATEUR RADIO NETS just above 
Sundays  07h45 HARC Sunday Bulletin & re-transmission at 18h30 
 
The SARL Presidents Net can be heard on the evening on Sundays on the 145.650MHz repeater whenever the Intecnet is 
scheduled by Hans ZS6AKV. Licensed Amateur Radio Operators are invited to join in. 
HIGHWAY HOTLINE NEWSLETTER. 

This newsletter is published every month and distributed by e.mail. Members without the facility will  have their copies posted to 
them.  It is also available on the H.A.R.C Website.  The editor is Tony Mayall (ZS5GR) Telephone (031) 708-3078,   Email address 
is hotline@harc.org.za, and physical address is 71 Dilkoosh Road, Northdene, 4093. 

INTERNET WEB SITE ADDRESSES.SOUTH AFRICAN RADIO LEAGUE :  http://www.sarl.org.za 

HIGHWAY AMATEUR RADIO CLUB.  http://www.harc.org.za  The Webmaster is Brad Phillips (ZS5Z). 
HARC Fax Number: 0866 225 680 
E-MAIL  ADDRESS OF THE CLUB.  harc@harc.org.za 
HARC Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/groups/298581387576/ 
 
APRS An APRS digi ZS0PMB-7 operates in the Durban area on 144.800Mhz from the Bluff. The digi is maintained by Shaun, 
ZR5S from MARC.Mobile AND Base stations should use WIDE3-3 or WIDE1-1,WIDE2-2 for their Beacon path. Mobile beacon 
rates should be at about 1min intervals, while home stations should be set at 20min. 
 
VISITORS ARE ALWAYS WELCOME TO ATTEND ALL OUR FUNCTIONS.  
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